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OIL SPILL RESPONSE

Tankers in Canadian 
waters: are we ready?
Canada’s marine pollution preparedness and 
response on the West Coast

Part One—The traffic and the existing regime

By K.Joseph Spears

The public perception is that there 
are no oil tankers in west coast 
Canadian waters. That is simply 

not true. There is both destinational and 
in-transit tanker traffic. Tankers transit 
from Vancouver to export markets and 
have done so for 60 years. They carry 
bulk chemicals to and from Kitimat 
on a regular basis. The local petroleum 
market on the West Coast is served by a 
number of Canadian and U.S. compan-
ies. These companies are world leaders 
in tank barge movements and are highly 
regarded for their safety management 
systems using state-of-the-art tugs 
and double-hulled oil barges. As an oil 
importer, 70 per cent of Canada’s oil 
tanker traffic takes place on the East 
Coast with unloading at Canadian ports 
in Quebec City, Come by Chance, Port 
Hawkesbury, and Saint John. 

There are approximately 20,000 
tanker passages yearly in Canada with 
3,000 on the West Coast. The safety 
record for tanker incidents in Canada 
has been a very good one as was noted 
in my previous article on the Pacific 
Pilotage Authority for all commercial 
vessels. Canada takes a private and pub-
lic risk-based management approach 

to ship-source oil pollution for all ves-
sels including oil tankers. This ship risk 
management approach has been evolv-
ing over time to include governance and 
management practices. This was exam-
ined in earlier articles on Transport 
Canada’s Moving Forward document 
which sets out a strategic direction for 
safety and security management. There 
is a strong public perception that a total 
ban on oil tankers is the only option 
available to protect Canada’s West Coast 
marine environment from ship-source 
pollution. The reality is much different.  

Former Minister of Industry and 
Trade, David Emerson, wrote in the 
February 2011 issue of Policy Options a 
magazine article entitled “Why Canada 
needs an Energy Strategy”. He noted:

“Canada has spent billions on the Asia-
Pacific Gateway Corridors Initiative, but 
failure to include 21st Century oil and gas 
transportation and logistics capacity is a 

glaring gap that will seriously constrain 
the economy over time.”

Former Minister Emerson held that 
Canada should commit to a high stan-
dard of resource stewardship with en-
vironmental performance standards 
across air, water, land and ecosystem 
protection. It must be a cornerstone of 
Canada’s shipping regulation that we 
have a robust ship-source oil pollution  
preparedness and response capability 
which can be an integral component of 
a Canadian energy strategy and foreign 
policy. Prime Minister Harper recently 
stated at the World Economic Forum in 
Davos that his government is making it 
a priority to ensure we have the capacity 
to export our energy products to Asia. 
There is only one way to do this — and 
that is by tanker.

Public attention has been focused 
on oil tanker traffic and the status of 
oil spill response because of recent 
energy export proposals. The proposed 
Enbridge Pipeline Northern Gateway 
Initiative would see 225 oil tankers year-
ly loading at Kitimat for the export of oil 
sands bitumen (a heavy synthetic crude 
oil). Increased tanker traffic of oil sands 
exports from Kinder Morgan’s Trans 
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Mountain pipeline terminus at the 
Westridge Terminal through the Port of 
Vancouver (which has been ongoing for 
the last eight years) has created public, 
political and media interest and oppos-
ition. This article, the first of two parts, 
will provide an overview of Canada’s 
comprehensive industry-funded and 
managed “Marine Oil Spill Preparedness 
and Response Regime”(the regime). 

This regime can be traced back to 
the grounding of the oil tanker Arrow 
on Cerberus Rock in Chedabucto Bay 
off the entrance to Nova Scotia’s Strait 
of Canso. Since 1970, Canada has de-
veloped a robust response to the regu-
lation of ship-source pollution and 
response and has led the way in pollu-
tion prevention matters at the inter-
national level at the International 
Maritime Organization (IMO). The 
provisions of the old Part 20 of the then 
Canada Shipping Act, was considered 
radical at the time. The regime has de-
veloped a strong overlapping fabric of 
prevention elements of a holistic risk 
management approach to ship-source 
marine pollution prevention and pre-
paredness. There are many compon-
ents which we have examined in earlier 
articles including marine pilotage and 
the NASP. Over time, this regime has 
developed and has responded to gaps 
and problems identified as lessons are 
learned from pollution incidents both 
domestically and internationally. In a 
September 2010 report to Parliament, 
the Office of the Auditor General and 
the Commissioner of the Environment 
and Sustainable Development exam-
ined and identified concerns which are 
being addressed by the Government of 
Canada. This, and the government’s re-
sponse, will be examined in Part Two.

Canada’s approach has focused pri-
marly on pollution response and clean-
up rather than intervention involving 
pollution salvage for marine vessel 
casualties. The last major tanker in-
cident in Canada was the break-up of 
the tanker Kurdistan in the Strait of 
Belle Isle off Nova Scotia in 1979. The 
Nestucca incident off Washington saw 
oil coming ashore on Vancouver Island 
during the Christmas period in 1988 
from the holed barge. The Canadian 
response to the Nestucca spill and the 
Exxon Valdez three months later led to 
the Public Review Panel on Tanker Safety 
and Spills Response Capability, common-
ly referred to as the Brander-Smith re-
port, chaired by David Brander-Smith, 
Q.C., and examined all aspects of pollu-
tion in Canadian waters. The Brander-
Smith report made specific reference 
to the need for prevention and specific-
ally included this as one of its 107 rec-
ommendations. This served to shape 
the industry/government partnership 
which we see today. Here is one recom-
mendation for the West Coast:

In order to promote navigational safety:
Decisions regarding shipping routes 

should take into account the environment-
al impact on the British Columbia coast of 
high seas break-ups or accidents.

The waters along the West Coast of 
Vancouver be submitted to the IMO for rec-
ognition as a “Special Area”. In the interim, 
a traffic separation scheme should be de-
veloped and implemented in the area…

Canada is dependent on foreign crude 
oil imports for a large portion of its 
energy supply. Our economy depends 
on exports from the Alberta oil sands 
to existing continental and foreign off-
shore markets. Since the development 
of Alaska’s North Slope oil and gas in 
1977, tankers from Valdez, Alaska to 
ports in the lower 48 states of America 
have transited Canadian waters, both in 
the Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) and 
internal waters. In the period between 
2002 and 2010, tankers made an aver-
age of 1,429 tankers port calls each year 

in Puget Sound and Alaska. The state 
of Washington has passed a restriction 
limiting tankers to 125,000 dwt in state 
waters. The larger tankers transit to 
ports in California. Traffic density is set 
out on the attached table. The reality is 
that there is a large number of oil tank-
ers transiting Canadian waters. The ac-
tual number of tankers from Valdez has 
decreased in recent years. From Victoria, 
it is possible to see oil-laden tankers in 
the Strait of Juan de Fuca inbound to 
Cherry Point and the four other petrol-
eum refineries in Puget Sound — these 
cross into Canadian waters along with 
their escort tugs mandated by the State 
of Washington. These also include other 
non-Alaskan tankers inbound to Puget 
Sound. 

The American-flagged tankers, which 
range from 125,000 to 225,000 dwt 
are subject to the U.S. Jones Act (which 
requires movements between two 
American ports to be an American ves-
sel) and transit West Coast waters on a 
daily basis. The U.S. tanker fleet is a rela-
tively modern fleet with redundant pro-
pulsion and steering systems that exceed 
IMO tanker standards. This tanker traf-
fic from Alaska led to a tanker exclusion 
zone (TEZ) in 1988 which keeps tank-
ers more than 100 miles west off Haida 
Gwaii. This was a voluntary agreement 
between industry (Chamber of Shipping 
of America), the Government of Canada 
and the U.S. Coast Guard. It has no statu-
tory or international (IMO) foundation 
such as a Special Area under MARPOL. 
The thinking being was this exclusion 
zone would allow salvage and/or assist 
tugs to take a disabled supertanker in 
tow well before grounding on Canada’s 
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tankers. It is important to realize is that many non-tanker 
vessels have a substantial amount of bunker fuel that can, if 
released in the marine environment, cause a great deal of dam-
age. On the West Coast we have over 13,000 foreign-flagged 
vessel movements each year of all types. This does not include 
pleasure vessels and Canadian-flagged commercial vessels or 
U.S. vessels transiting the Inside Passage. 

Spills from non-tankers can have as much of an environ-
mental effect as tankers, especially if they occur in specific 
geographical areas during certain times of the year, for ex-
ample around seabird colonies during breeding season. We 
only have to look to Italy to see the grounding of the cruise 
ship Costa Concordia off Giglio Island to see the environmental 
threat posed by cruise ship bunkers. Cruise ships and ferries 
frequent Canadian waters. The Queen of the North, with its 
bunkers remains in 1,200 feet of water off Hatley Bay. We have 
to remember that we have had a long-standing safe history of 
marine traffic moving oil to remote locations both in coast-
al communities and logging and mining camps. Potentially 
large VLCC tankers would also transit these internal waters 
if Kitimat is developed as a load port. It will be happening for 
LNG tankers. 

In Canada, ship-source oil pollution response is governed 
under the Canada Shipping Act, 2001 in Parts 8  (Pollution 
Prevention and Response) and 9 (Pollution Prevention). This 
assumes that the oil has been discharged from the vessel which 

It is estimated that up to 50 per cent of the U.S. tanker port calls 
will be vessels travelling under ballast (without cargo) due to the 
nature of products being shipped and the origin and destination of 
the cargo. The above graph is reprinted here with the permission 
of Wave Point Consulting Ltd. (from open source USMARD data).

West Coast and serve to protect the marine environment. 
However, this has never been tested in real time or exercised to 
determine if a salvage tug could take a laden tanker under tow. 

Canada, unlike other coastal nations, has no prepositioned, 
dedicated, state-funded salvage tugs such as is seen in the 
United Kingdom or France. The Canadian regime is silent 
with respect to pollution salvage. The tanker safety record 
on the Alaskan route has been effective to date save for the 
tanker Exxon Valdez in 1989 which spilled 67,000 tonnes of oil 
as a result of a grounding on Bligh Reef. Arguably, these new 
U.S.-flagged, double-hulled tankers have some of the most 
stringent safety requirements in the world and are subject to 
a joint Co-operative Canada/U.S. Vessel Traffic Management 
system operated by the Canadian and U.S. Coast Guards both 
offshore and in the Salish Sea.

It is important to bear in mind that these waters are within 
the Canadian EEZ but are still subject to the right of innocent 
passage — i.e., a foreign-flagged vessel is able to transit these 
waters subject to Canadian marine laws for environmental 
protection as set out in the UN Law of the Sea Convention 
which Canada adopted but the United States has not yet rati-
fied. There has been a great deal of attention focused on a 
legislated tanker ban in the northern portion of the coast in 
Dixon Entrance, Hecate Strait and Queen Charlotte Sound. 
Bill C-606 was moved forward for debate but died on the order 
table when the present government of Stephen Harper was 
elected. In 2011, the private member’s bill banning tanker 
traffic was re-introduced as Bill C-21.

All the attention in the public debate has focused on oil 

Canada, unlike other coastal nations, has no prepositioned, 

dedicated, state-funded salvage tugs such as is seen in the 
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triggers the regime. There are three fed-
eral departments involved: Transport 
Canada, Environment Canada and the 
Canadian Coast Guard (under Fisheries 
and Oceans Canada). Transport Canada 
sets response policy and certifies the 
Response Organization. The Canadian 
Coast Guard is responsible for ensur-
ing an appropriate response has been 
undertaken; and Environment Canada 
provides environmental advice. The 
Response Organization must be able to 
respond to ship-source oil spills of up 
to 10,000 tonnes. The onus is on the 
vessel owner and oil-handling facili-
ties to have an arrangement with the 
Response Organization. The concept 
that the polluter pays and responds to 
its own oil spill can be traced back to the 
Brander-Smith Report in 1990. Ships 
in excess of 400 gross tonnes and tank-
ers in excess of 150 gross tonnes must 
have an arrangement with the Response 
Organization.  On the West Coast, the 
Response Organization is Western 
Canada Marine Response Corporation.

The regime has developed a strong 
overlapping fabric of prevention ele-
ments in a holistic risk management 
approach to ship-source marine pollu-
tion prevention. It is a cornerstone of 
Canada’s ocean management strategy 

to protect the marine environment 
and regulate shipping in an efficient 
and sustainable manner. Part Two will 
examine recently identified gaps.

The Government of Canada, through 
the Canadian Coast Guard, takes a 
supervisory role and monitors the ship 
owner’s response to a spill. While the 
goal is for the polluter to be responsible 
for taking action, the CCG can request 
and cascade response capability from 
one region to another should it be felt 
that the response is unsatisfactory. As 

was seen in the Deep Horizon oil spill 
from a fixed offshore oil production 
platform in the Gulf of Mexico, what 
works in theory may not always work 
in practice. It is important to have well-
developed contingency plans in order to 
deal effectively with major incidents.

The Canada Shipping Act, 2001 in 
section 180 allows the Government of 
Canada the necessary statutory power 
to take all available steps with respect 
to ship-source oil pollution response 
to prevent, mitigate or clean up pol-
lution. Prior to 1995, the Canadian 
Coast Guard was the sole oil pollu-
tion response agency. North of 60° the 
Canadian Coast Guard is still the over-
seeing response agency and can step 
in on spills over 10,000 tonnes. Spills 
over the 10,000-tonne threshold can 
also activate the Federal Emergency 
Response Plan which brings with it a 
wider government response, including 
the use of resources from the provincial 

Oil tankers at the Anacortes Refinery in the Puget Sound.

This bulk carrier (seen entering Vancouver Harbour) holds roughly 2,000 to 2,500 
tonnes of fuel.

It is a cornerstone of Canada’s ocean 

management strategy to protect the ma-

rine environment and regulate shipping 

in an efficient and sustainable manner.
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government. B.C. has been active in this 
field.

The pollution response approach 
taken in the United Kingdom, an island 
state with dense marine tanker traf-
fic and offshore oil production, is in 
sharp contrast to Canada. The British 
approach is unique. One individual is 
appointed to take control of major oil 
spills as the Secretary of State’s repre-
sentative (SOSREP) with clear and de-
fined powers for control of pollution 
incidents to intervene and prevent the 
discharge of oil such as beaching a ves-
sel in a port of refuge. It was held by 
the Donaldson Inquiry that a response 
could not be done by committee because 
of overlapping interests and jurisdic-
tions. In Canada, with overlap between 
departments, the regime has never been 
tested in a real incident. It is import-
ant to realize that the Canadian Coast 
Guard may be required to take over 
when the vessel owners  monetary pol-
lution limits are reached. In a real inci-
dent this could happen in a matter of 

days because of the high costs operating 
along a remote coastline. 

The Canadian regime has worked in 
small spills but with increased proposed 
traffic we need a detailed risk assess-
ment and a testing of response both 
in Canada and the United States to de-
termine whether Canada is ready for a 
major oil spill on the West Coast. It has 
been over 40 years since there has been 

a major ship-source pollution incident 
in Canadian waters. While we hope that 
there never is another pollution inci-
dent, we cannot let down our guard. As 
a coastal nation, Canada needs to train 
harder then we fight. It is hoped that we 
never get to find out whether Canada is 
ready for the big one. 

The goal of marine safety manage-
ment is to be strong at the prevention 
and protection phase so that we need 
never get to the response and mitigation 
phase of pollution response. This regime 
is an important pillar of Canada’s energy 
policy as former Minister David Emerson 
stated above. We need to develop the 
mechanisms and dialogue to ensure we 
get this right — whether as part of the 
Asia-Pacific Gateway Initiative or other 
shipping policy. Canada’s economic fu-
ture depends on getting this right and 
being a leader in ship-source oil pollu-
tion prepardness and response if we are 
to export energy to Asian-Pacific mar-
kets. Part Two of this article will explore 
whether Canada is ready for the big one.

Joe Spears is the principal of HBMG 
and recently spoke with colleague Darryl 
Anderson of Wave Point Consulting at a 
Canadian Heavy Oil Association meet-
ing on west coast tankers policy issues in 
Calgary. His father, Ken, sailed into Icco 
on Imperial oil tankers in 1948. He can be 
reached at kjs@oceanlawcanada.com
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